Thanks for requesting our 2010 Tetu Island Lodge brochure. Inside is everything you need to know about ditching the daily grind, doing some of the best fishing Canada has to offer, and letting us handle the details. That’s what Tetu Island Lodge is all about.

Over the past 15 years, we’ve learned a valuable lesson: every Canadian lodge has fishing. And while our fishing is impeccable, it’s our first-class service and accommodations that keep people coming back. From hot coffee at your door each morning to five-star dining made exactly how you want it, the little things truly matter at Tetu.

Out on the water, we still do it right. Hook a ride on one of our custom, fully-loaded Crestliner 1750 Fishhawks. You’ll skim the waves thanks to the raw power of our 90 HP Mercury motors. Your own personal guide will bait your hook, share their top gear, and give you right on time fishing tips. And if that isn’t enough, we’ll cook you a gourmet Shore Lunch that’s just as legendary as your last lunker.

At Tetu Island Lodge, there’s nothing we can’t accomplish for you. We’ve got the staff, the accommodations, and the attention to detail to give you the best experience possible. That’s why 90% of our customers come back to Tetu. We’d love to have the opportunity to give you that satisfaction.

If you have any questions about the Tetu experience, please feel free to contact us at any time or visit our website at tetuislandlodge.com. We’ll even give you referral names and numbers, and trust us, you’ll love what you hear.

We look forward to welcoming you to the Tetu Island Lodge family in 2010.

tetuislandlodge.com
Sometimes you just need to tune out from the daily grind, and when it comes time to cut the line, Tette Island Lodge is where you point the hook. Out here, it’s all about you being able to relax. World-class fishing turns your deadlines into live lines, and five-star accommodations make your worries vanish like morning dew.

Nestled deep in the striking Canadian wilderness of Ontario, Tette isn’t your typical fishing lodge. Sure, we give you fully-guided, fully-equipped fishing to spots so hot the Walleye can’t help but kiss the hook. But we also take care of every last detail of your stay. Every last, unimaginable, unforeseeable, impossible-to-plan-for, nitpicky detail.

How about piping hot coffee at your door each morning? Or a steak done to your exact tenderness? We’ll even nudge up the heat in your cabin while you’re out on a chilly afternoon. All you have to do is worry about the stuff that really matters (crankbait or spinner bait?). We’ll take care of the rest.

Yup, there’s something different about Tette Island Lodge. Sure we’ve got big fish just like every other Canadian lodge. But the way we see it, it’s not about fishing. It’s about leaving your worries on the shore and letting us handle the details. That’s what turns a simple fishing trip into a first-class adventure.
When you're a guest at Tetu, you need as much as you need a hole in your boat. That's because you'll be checking yourself into one of our spacious, newly refurbished, handsomely rustic cabins. It's what we like to call "roughing it in style."

After a long day out on the pond, come back to private bathrooms, electric heat and beds softer than a whispering breeze. Satellite TV and wireless internet keep you in-touch while you're out-of-touch, and your own private porch lets you unwind with your favourite cigar and postcard views of the lake.

Bringing a small army to Tetu? Then the Executive Fort cabin is where you'll hang your bucket hat. Seven bedrooms, three full baths, a massive fireplace and a fully stocked private bar. The Fort is the kind of place where you polish a fishing tale or two. No matter where you rest your casting arm, the staff at Tetu will keep you cozier than a pike in weeds. From an extra pillow to wiping down your porch chairs each morning, we're here to serve you. In other words, welcome home.

WELCOME TO THE GREAT INDOORS.
At Tim's, you’re our guest. So you can dang well not
worry about the eating microwaving pizza while you’re under our roof. Nope, you’ll be fine dining
with robust, made-to-order breakfasts and exquisite,
gourmet dinners. Sure, but the buffet line, eh?
Get your motor going each morning wth a fresh cup
of coffee, French toast, hash browns, fresh juices and
a host of other breakfast tried-and-true. Have your
eggs any way you like ‘em, or an omelette stuffed
tighter than a beer cooler. Either way, you’ll get a great
start to an even greater day on the lake.

After a long day of hunting scales, it’s high time you
settle in for one of our famous dinner feasts. Leave it
to our internationally trained chef to churn out a
to our internationally trained chef to churn out a
four-course masterpiece using only the freshest
ingredients. Move from soup and salad and our
renowned Walleye appetizers, to our succulent main
courses and decadent desserts. Looks like fish ain’t
the only ones getting lured in around here.

FOOD FIT FOR THE TOP
OF THE FOOD-CHAIN.

More pasta, meats, entree-sized salads and Walleye dishes than you can shake a fishing pole at.
If you don’t let ‘em go, they ain’t gonna grow. Make sense? It sure does to us. That’s why Tette Lake practiced Catch and Release for the past 14 years — and delivered over 1,000 Master Angler Fish per year for the past seven seasons. Now that’s a boatload of bragging rights.

Our policy makes Tette Lake and the English and Winnipeg Rivers some of the best places in Canada to hook some serious lunkers. Don’t believe us? Just turn the page.

At Tette, we settle for nothing but the best — especially when it comes to our arsenal of fish wrangling gear. Leave your rods and reels in the trunk because when it comes to the best fishing toys around, we’re on it like Pike on spinnerbait.

Our Crestliner 1750 FishHawks give you luxury seating and the pure brute of a 90 HP motor. Are these things boats or muscle cars? And just wait until your guide unveils his lifetime collection of the finest lures, tackle and rods — all at your disposal. Aren’t you glad you’re on this side of the water?

**CATCH AND RELEASE.**
HEAVY ON THE CATCH.

**ENOUGH TOYS TO CALL YOURSELF ANGLER 007.**

At Tette, we settle for nothing but the best — especially when it comes to our arsenal of fish wrangling gear. Leave your rods and reels in the trunk because when it comes to the best fishing toys around, we’re on it like Pike on spinnerbait.

Our Crestliner 1750 FishHawks give you luxury seating and the pure brute of a 90 HP motor. Are these things boats or muscle cars? And just wait until your guide unveils his lifetime collection of the finest lures, tackle and rods — all at your disposal. Aren’t you glad you’re on this side of the water?
When we say, “fully guided fishing,” we mean “fully EVERYTHING fishing.” Our guides are professional fish snipers from all over Canada with one mission: do everything it takes to give you the fishing trip of a lifetime.

That means baiting your hook, arming you with an intense array of state-of-the-art fishing gear and yes, even putting an ice cold beverage in your hand. And when it comes time for the guides to do the guidin’, they’ll take you to fishing spots where the fish spend just as much time out of the water as they do in.

With a lifetime of experience putting lines in the water and a habit of knowing exactly what you need before you need it (beer anyone?), these guides are the best you’ll ever have. With them on your side, you can sit back, relax and catch a fish or two or maybe, two.

TETU GUIDES:
FISH FINDERS OR BEER GETTERS?
EXACTLY.
BECAUSE YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVE US IF WE TOLD YOU.
Ask anyone who’s been to Téti and they’ll tell you our Shore Lunch is a slice of heaven. Check it out: each morning, you’ll fish for your lunch—a couple of good-sized Walleyes should do the trick. And just when the sun hits the top of the sky, your guide will aim the bow for shore.

You and a frosty beverage will go ashore as your guide turns your catch into a gourmet outdoor feast. He lights the fire, fries the fish and fries ’em up. And because he knows you can’t live on fish alone, he brought beans and potatoes too.

Before you know it, you’ve got a plateful of goodness in your hands: either deep-fried Walleye or our famous foil-broil Walleye with veggies. Add in those perfectly fried potatoes and flavored beans and one thing’s for certain—this ain’t your average backyard grillout.

THE TÉTI SHORE LUNCH: THIS FOOD IS OFF THE HOOK. LITERALLY.
How about a business meeting where the conference room is a little more, well, outdoors? Sound good?

Then trade your IN box and sterile white walls for a corporate business outing at Tetu.

Get ready to spend some time out on the boat while we handle the details. Travel arrangements, team-building activities, fishing contests, projected, screen, alcohol beverage orders, meeting spaces and more — we’ve got it covered. Oh, we’ve even got a cooler — and it’s filled with giant fish.

Looking for a little bonding time? Bring your son, daughter, wife, best friend, cousin, mailman or whoever to Tetu for some good old fashioned memory making. In no time, you’ll be tighter than a clinch knot.

No matter how big your group, you’re bound to reel in even more friends at Tetu. We’ve known many groups that came separately, but now plan their trips together. The fish might beg to differ, but we like to think that the people who come to Tetu are some of the best. And that’s why we treat them that way.

Friends and Family Vacations

FRIENDS. FAMILY. FISHING.

PICK ALL THREE.

Corporate Adventures
NO SUITS REQUIRED.
BECAUSE THE FISH AIN’T DRESSING UP FOR YOU EITHER.
That’s why Etu has managed to become a place where people can truly get away and let the Etu staff handle the details. Fortytwo years later, with the help of a highly trained staff, a team of expert guides, and a master chef, Etu is the premier Canadian fishing lodge.

"This isn’t our business. It’s our home.”
**Where is Tetu Island Lodge and how do I get there?**

Tetu Island Lodge is 60 miles northeast of Kenora, Ontario, Canada. It’s on the Edgwick-Winnipeg River system, just four miles east of the Manitoba border, and 3.5 hours from International Falls by car.

Tetu is an island resort, you can reach it only by boat or plane. If you drive, we will pick you up at the landing and transport you via boat. If you choose to fly, you can do so commercially to International Falls or Winnipeg, and then take a chartered float plane. You can rent a car for a 5.5 hour drive to our landing dock.

Tetu Island Lodge recommends using Continental Travel – a wonderful travel service in Winnipeg. They can be reached at 1-800-665-2626.

**What is the Tetu Island Lodge Alcohol Policy?**

At Tetu, we’re happy to offer you a complimentary cocktail or two at dinnertime. If you’d like additional alcohol, please bring your own. (See the packing checklist on the following page for import details.) Guests are also responsible for bringing beer for the boats.

If you would like, we can purchase beer and liquor for you in Kenora, and have it waiting in your cabin upon your arrival. Please let us know at least two weeks in advance and we will include the cost on your total bill.

IMPORTANT: Our staff (including guides) is NOT allowed to consume alcohol at any time during their employment at Tetu Island Lodge. Please do not offer it to them. We appreciate your understanding of this important policy.

**What else is there to do at Tetu?**

Our lodge offers a beautiful lounge and game room, equipped with satellite TV, VCR/DVD player, billiards, shuffleboard table, and a full-service bar. We also have several docks that offer beautiful sunsets, as well as a 20km walking trail that you can explore at your leisure. You can choose to explore our island on your own, or go to one of the other islands on the lake for hiking or photography.

**Directions to Tetu Island Lodge**

Guests that are driving to our boat landing should choose the best route to Kenora, Ontario. It’s 60 miles northwest of Kenora, Ontario, Canada. It’s on the Edgwick-Winnipeg River system, just four miles east of the Manitoba border, and 3.5 hours from International Falls by car.

Since Tetu is an island resort, you can reach it only by boat or plane. If you drive, we will pick you up at the landing and transport you via boat. If you choose to fly, you can do so commercially to International Falls or Winnipeg, and then take a chartered float plane. You can rent a car for a 5.5 hour drive to our landing dock.

Tetu Island Lodge recommends using Continental Travel – a wonderful travel service in Winnipeg. They can be reached at 1-800-665-2626.

Should I know anything else about crossing the US/Canada border?

All U.S. citizens (adults and children) traveling between the United States and Canada by land or air are required to present a valid passport or other documents as determined by the Department of Homeland Security. So bring your passport and other items listed below. Citizens of other countries may require a tourist visa. Children may require a birth certificate and/or written permission if traveling without their legal guardian.

If you have a felony or misdemeanor conviction such as a DWI/DUI, you may be referred to Canadian Consulate in the U.S. at least one year prior to your trip.

For more information, please contact:

Canadian Consulate:

From the U.S.: (807) 224-3487 or 807-224-2600

From Canada: 1-800-242-2100

Internationally: 1-800-992-7037

What is the Tetu Island Lodge Alcohol Policy? At Tetu, we’re happy to offer you a complimentary cocktail or two at dinnertime. If you’d like additional alcohol, please bring your own. See the packing checklist on the following page for import details, which are also responsible for bringing beer for the boats.

If you would like, we can purchase beer and liquor for you in Kenora, and have it waiting in your cabin upon your arrival. Please let us know at least two weeks in advance, and we will include the cost on your total bill.

**What else is there to do at Tetu?**

Our lodge offers a beautiful lounge and game room, equipped with satellite TV, VCR/DVD player, billiards, shuffleboard table, and a full-service bar. We also have several docks that offer beautiful sunsets, as well as a 20km walking trail that you can explore at your leisure. You can choose to explore our island on your own, or go to one of the other islands on the lake for hiking or photography.

**Directions to Tetu Island Lodge**

Guests that are driving to our boat landing should choose the best route to Kenora, Ontario.

From Kenora:

Approaching Kenora, use either BYPASS 17A or 17, and continue to 596. You will lose cell phone reception at this intersection, so please call us (807-224-3487 or 807-224-2600) so that we know when to send the boat to pick you up.

Take 596 to 255. At this point you will turn left at River Air and take 525 approx. 18 miles until you cross White Dog Dam. You will see the Tetu Island Lodge landing approximately the plane. This is a left turn and two to the right. Continue up the hill for about one half-mile to the landing. Our staff should be there to greet you.

From Winnipeg Airport:

Take Wellington Avenue from the airport to Route 50 N. Go east on Pemissi Highway until you reach HWY 1, (Toone-Ganatch, HWY). Turn east, and go approx. 130 miles to Kenora. Please see above for directions from Kenora.
**2010 AMERICAN PLAN RATES**

These all-inclusive fishing lodge premium packages include fully modern accommodations, fully guided fishing, conservation fishing license, breakfast and gourmet dining in the lodge, guide-prepared Shore Lunch, boat, motor, gas, fishing equipment, bait, and soda and bottled water in the boat.

**2 PER BOAT**

- 2 NIGHTS/2 DAYS: $1,000/PERSON
- 3 NIGHTS/3 DAYS: $1,200/PERSON
- 4 NIGHTS/4 DAYS: $1,400/PERSON
- 5 NIGHTS/5 DAYS: $1,600/PERSON
- 6 NIGHTS/6 DAYS: $1,800/PERSON

(8:00 am arrival, no breakfast)

**3 PER BOAT**

- 2 NIGHTS/2 DAYS: $1,000/PERSON
- 3 NIGHTS/3 DAYS: $1,200/PERSON
- 4 NIGHTS/4 DAYS: $1,400/PERSON
- 5 NIGHTS/5 DAYS: $1,600/PERSON
- 6 NIGHTS/6 DAYS: $1,800/PERSON

(8:00 am arrival, no breakfast)

**PACKING CHECKLIST:**

- **PASSPORT** (Required for all travel between the U.S. and Canada)
- **RAINF GEAR** (Jacket and pants)
- **WEATHER-APPROPRIATE CLOTHING** (The weather can change dramatically. Please pack accordingly.)
- **SALTW ATER-SAFE SHOES** (Shoe and foot protection is a must)
- **SUNSCREEN**
- **INSECT REPELLENT**
- **POLARIZED SUNGLASSES**
- **CHAPSTICK**
- **SHOES THAT CAN GET WET**
- **TELEPHONE CALLING CARD**

**OTHER (IF DESIRED):**

- **ALCOHOL** (Up to 40 oz of liquor, 1.5 liters of wine, or 24 12-ounce bottles/cans of beer may be brought into Canada.)
- **TOBACCO** (Up to 200 cigarettes, 50 cigars, or 200 grams of tobacco may be brought into Canada.)

**BOOKING NOTES:**

- **RESERVATIONS:** 1-800-317-6941
- **tetuislandlodge.com**

**CONTACT INFO**

**SUMMER ADDRESS (5/1 – 9/19)**

Tetu Island Lodge
PO Box 1130
Kenora, Ontario, Canada P9N 3X7
Phone: (807) 224-3487

**WINTER ADDRESS (9/20 – 4/30)**

Tetu Island Lodge
PO Box 1672
International Falls, MN 56649
Phone: (218) 295-0167

**RESERVATIONS:** (800) 317-6941

tetuislandlodge.com

**see us on facebook**